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En studie om användandet av gamification i en

smartphone-applikation utvecklad för en börs

˚

Asa Sproge

Sammandrag

I b̊ade företag-till-kund- och företag-till-företagsrelationer är det viktigt att ha

en god kommunikation med ens kunder för att kunna leverera kvalitetstjänster

till nuvarande kunder samt för att attrahera nya kunder.

Detta examensarbete undersöker om den relativt nya designpraxisen “gam-

ification” implementerad i en smartphoneapplikation(app) kan användas för

att stärka kommunikationen mellan den svenska börsen Nordic Growth Mar-

ket(NGM) och dess kunder; multipla bolag fr̊an olika industrier som är listade

p̊a NGM.

Gamification är en teknik d̊a element av speldesign används i icke-spelkontexter

med målet att förstärka användarens värdeskapande. Det är oftast imple-

menterat i smartphoneappar skapade för att användas i vardagslivet, som t.ex.

när en inbyggd GPS hjälper en löpare att sl̊a hans eller hennes personliga rekord.

Idéen bakom gamification när det erbjuds av företag är ofta att byta ut

lojalitetsprogram som endast erbjuder ekonomiska fördelar och istället erbjuda

kunden en möjlighet till personlig utveckling, eventuellt i en kombination med

ekonomiska eller sociala fördelar. När man implementerar gamification måste

man därför finna omr̊adet för användarens värdeskapande som ska erbjudas i

appen, det s̊a kallade “kärnerbjudandet”.

Genom att analysera utförda intervjuer med anställda p̊a NGM och repre-

sentanter fr̊an bolag listade vid NGM kunde det visas att gamification borde

implementeras i den nya appen om kärnerbjudandet som erbjuds är att hjälpa

bolagen med att förbättra sina investerarrelationer.
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ABSTRACT
In Business-to-Customer as well as in Business-to-Business
relationships, having a good communication with your cus-
tomers is important to deliver good quality services to cur-
rent customers as well as to attract new ones.

In this thesis it has been investigated if the relatively new de-
sign practise “Gamification” implemented in a smartphone
application(app) can be used to strengthen the communi-
cation between the swedish stock market NGM and its cus-
tomers; multiple corporations from di↵erent industries listed
at NGM.

Gamification is using elements of game design in non-game
contexts with the goal of enhancing the user’s value creation.
It is most often seen in smartphone apps used in everyday
life, such as when a built-in GPS helps a runner to beat his
or her personal record.

The idea behind gamification o↵ered by businesses is to re-
place loyalty programs that only o↵ers economic benefits and
instead o↵er the customer a possibility of personal develop-
ment eventually in combination with economic or social ben-
efits. Thus, when implementing gamification the domain for
the user’s value creation that is to be o↵ered must be found,
the so-called “core-o↵er”.

By performing a qualitative analysis of interviews with NGM
employees and representatives from corporations listed at
NGM it was shown that gamification should be implemented
in the new app if the core-o↵er was to help the corporations
to better their investor relations.

Keywords
Gamification, Human Computer Interaction, Motivation in-
centives, smartphone application, Stock market

1 Introduction
Few would argue that the most important job for a company
is to keep its customers satisfied and loyal. Company repu-
tation positively influences customer value, customer loyalty
and perceived quality [1]. One important part of the com-
pany reputation is the relationship between company and
customer. To achieve success in business-to-business rela-
tionships it is important to let those relationships be con-
tinuous with a unique identity identifying similar missions
and values [2]. In this thesis a smartphone application(app)
is proposed that will serve as a tool to strengthen business
to business relationships through increased communication.
Throughout the rest of this thesis the short version of ap-
plication, app, will be used.

Nordic Growth Market, in this text called “NGM”, is a stock
market in Stockholm which among other products o↵ers
trading of stock in 30 listed corporations. The trading of
corporation stock at NGM is of considerably lesser extent
than on other stock markets in Sweden and NGM is striving
towards attracting more corporations.

A survey1 has shown that the currently listed corporations
are very satisfied with the service of NGM but that they
would appreciate a little bit more attention from NGM,
some sort of an added value that are not found on other
stock markets. The employees at NGM do communicate
with the corporations but mostly when the corporations are
in the process of being listed, when they are newly listed, or
if they do something wrong or fail to complete a deadline.
That is, during the “life cycle” of a corporation listing there
is a big part of the time where NGM and the corporation
almost have no contact at all.

NGM themselves would like to improve and strengthen their
relationships with their customers and they wish to find a
way to communicate easier and more intensively with the
customers.
By developing and implementing a new smartphone app,
NGM is hoping that they will get happier clients and hope-
fully also that it will build an interest for new corporations
that want to become listed at NGM.

1.1 Background and relevance
In this thesis the focus has been the customer’s motivation
for using the suggested application. The potential use of
“gamification” in the application is discussed since it is a

1Caritas, “Rapport: Kund och Lojalitet”. (2013-10-14)



current and popular theme in system development at the
moment. It is also interesting to research if gamification is
suitable in the conservative stock market business where de-
mands for professionality and confidentiality are high.

The term“gamification”dates back to a blog post written in
2008 but it was not until 2010 that the IT and digital media
industry started using the term [3].
At the present time, gamification is a very common design
choice for commercial smartphone applications with exam-
ples as Runkeeper, Duolingo, Foursquare etc. but it has also
been used in desktop programs such as Microsoft’s “Ribbon-
hero”2, a gamified teaching tool for learning the di↵erent
softwares in Microsoft O�ce.
It is not surprising that gamification has become so widespread;
the design choice provides its users with motivating func-
tions including feedback, clear goals and challenging tasks.
In 2011, Gartner [4] predicted that more than 50% of organ-
isations that shapes innovation processes will gamify those
processes.

The use of games to motivate users is not a new idea, al-
ready in 1981 Malone [5] investigated the di↵erent design
mechanics of video games and came up with a checklist of
heuristics to be used when designing instructional and en-
joyable interfaces. Since then, the research has covered a
lot of di↵erent aspects, from the concept “Playfulness” as
an attribute to strive for in interaction design to “Serious
Games”, a concept dating back several millennia where a
game is developed with the intention of being more than en-
tertainment [6]. Originally mainly used for military reasons
serious games have made it into computer games [6]. One
other game genre is “Pervasive games”which involves games
that have expanded beyond the original definition of games.
For example augmented reality games where a digital de-
vice is placed over the environment, location-based games
in public space and alternate reality games that take ordi-
nary life events and adds a game layer to them [6].

Many of the benefits from gamification seems to correspond
to what NGM wants, but the implementation approach en-
suring that the demands of NGM and future users are met
is unknown. In this thesis the problem of if and how gami-
fication is supposed to be implemented into the smartphone
app is researched.

1.2 Research question
In this thesis the following question will be answered:

Should gamification be implemented in the smart-
phone app aimed for key persons at the corpora-
tions listed at NGM?

Persons embodied in the expression“key persons”are CEOs,
board members and other leaders from the corporations.

These following complementary questions are also answered:

• Why is gamification a suitable technique? Why not?

• Which functions of the app are in some way user mo-
tivational?

2Microsoft Corporation, “Ribbon Hero”.(2011) http://www.
ribbonhero.com/

• What other kind of information in the app is in some
way user motivational?

1.3 Purpose and aim
The purpose of the thesis is to learn if and how gamifica-
tion can be used in a stock market environment. The aim
with the thesis is to design a prototype of a smartphone app
that is to be used by CEOs and other key persons at the
companies listed at NGM.

1.4 Scope and delimitations
The scope of this thesis is delimited to gamification and user
motivation. The aspects of relationship marketing, using a
third part pre-designed commercial app and the eventual
budget size has not been considered.

1.5 Glossary
Here follows a glossary of names and concepts mentioned in
the text to ensure the reader’s understanding of the thesis.

First North A marketplace o↵ered by Nasdaq OMX for
nordic companies wishing daily trading of their stock with
less extensive regulations. The main rival of Nordic MTF.

Market surveillanceAn independent monitoring body within
the NGM exchange. The primary purpose of market surveil-
lance is to maintain confidence on the market. This is done
through continuous controls and review of the flow of infor-
mation in the market.

NG News A distributor of financial information in Sweden
with clients listed on NGM, Nasdaq OMX and unlisted com-
panies. NG News helps their customers with publishment of
press releases and financial reports. Their system has a web
based interface where the customer can create, edit, preview
and publish information to the customer’s own e-mail recip-
ient lists.

NGM Equity A stock exchange o↵ered by NGM to com-
panies wishing to o↵er daily trading of their stock both
to private persons, funds and institutions. The regulations
are more detailed which results in the possibility of foreign
stakeholders.

Nordic MTF A marketplace o↵ered by NGM to compa-
nies wishing to o↵er daily trading of their stock. The listing
on Nordic MTF implicates flexible regulations and is a step
towards a stock exchange listing.

Nordic Pre market A pre-market for companies that are
planning a future listing, but are not yet ready. The com-
panies enter a public environment with demands for contin-
uous information about their operations, and are thus able
to start building the requisite skills and their capital market
reputation. All companies in the pre-market have access to
professional advisors for support.

Revenue sharing NGM pays each listed corporation a 25%
share of the corporation’s trade revenue that is generated
when that corporation’s stock is traded on the stock market.

Small Cap A stock exchange o↵ered by Nordic OMX to



companies with a relatively small market capitalization wish-
ing to o↵er daily trading of their stock both to private per-
sons, funds and institutions. Listing at this stock exchange
implicates more detailed regulations than First North. The
main rival of NGM Equity.

2 Literature review
This section provides the reader with the scientific back-
ground to how the research question is approached in the
method. The concept of gamification is explained along with
information about its general implementation, design ele-
ments and criticism. User motivation and persuasive design
in also covered.

2.1 Definition of gamification
There are two acknowledged definitions of Gamification in
the literature. Deterding et al. [6] and Huotari et al. [3].

2.1.1 Game design elements in non-game contexts
Deterding et al. has declared the following definition for
gamification:

“Gamification is the use of game design elements
in non-game contexts”

Their idea is that a distinction should be made between
games and play. Gamified applications are accomplished by
using elements of games such as feedback, levels, market-
places and economies, teams and time pressure. Gamified
applications are not regular entertainment games, but uses
only elements of games. How gamification should be consid-
ered relative to ordinary games, serious games and playful
design is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Gamification put in perspective according
to game and play, whole and parts. [Deterding et
al.]

2.1.2 Affordance enhancing service for the customer
Huotari et al. declares the following definition based on the
marketing theory “Service-dominant logic”:

“...a process of enhancing a service with a↵or-
dances for gameful experiences in order to sup-
port the user’s overall value creation.”

The emphasis is put into that the game service is not com-
pleted until the player participates, since the customers are
the creators of value. Gamification should not be about us-
ing certain game mechanism but instead be about increasing
the likelihood for the user to have a gameful experience. It is
suggested that the mere addition of game elements as sug-
gested by Deterding et al. does not necessarily guarantee
successful gamification.Therefore, in this thesis the defini-
tion by Huotari et al. will be used.

2.2 Gamification and its general implementa-
tion

To implement gamification, both of the above mentioned ar-
ticle authors suggest that the system’s core-o↵er needs to be
identified and enhanced with parts of game design or other
a↵ordances. The big challenge is that gamification is much
more than a technical design process, it involves the ap-
plication of psychological, social, behavioral, and cognitive
science theories and principles from multiple disciplines [7].

The usage objectives for the core-o↵er needs to be identified,
and then translated into appropriate game design elements
(see table 1) which will enhance the service’s core-o↵er [8].

Liu et al. [9] suggests the implementation of a gamification
loop in non-game systems as seen in figure 2. The iteration
starts with presenting a clear goal as well as a winning con-
dition to the user, thus the core-o↵er. By letting the user
perform smaller subgoals rewarded with points the user is
motivated to strive towards the target goal by comparing his
or her points with others on the leaderboard. As a feedback
for reached subgoals they further suggest that the awarding
of badges to the user will motivate competitiveness between
players and change the user’s virtual status in the system’s
social network.

Figure 2: The gamification loop [Liu et al.]

2.3 Game design elements
Blohm et al. [8] identifies seven game design elements as in
Table 1. Three of these have by the author been found more
likely than the others to be used in the prototype and are
described in detail below.



Table 1: Seven game design elements [Blohm et al.]

Game-design ele-

ments

Game dynamics Motives

Documentation of

behaviour

Exploration Intellectual curiosity

Scoring systems,

badges, trophies

Collection Achievement

Rankings Competition Social recognition

Ranks, levels Acquisition of status Social recognition

Group tasks Collaboration Social exchange

Time pressure,

tasks, quests

Challenge Cognitive stimula-

tion

Avatars, virtual

worlds, virtual trade

Development/ orga-

nization

Self-determination

2.3.1 Badges
Badges that are earned during play are considered as a
way of motivating the user of pursuing goals according to
Hamari [10]. Hamari hypothesizes that badges provide the
user with clear goals and signal reputation and status when
the goals are reached.
Bandura [11] describes why badges is a good way to motivate
the user:

• People who succeed with smaller goals (e.g. a begin-
ner’s badge) dare to strive towards more challenging
ones and dare to set their expectations higher.

• Explicit and challenging goals enhance motivation. By
adopting pre-designed goals (e.g. badges in a system)
people create incentives to persist in their e↵orts until
they fulfill their goals.

• Succeeding with a goal and showing the result to peers
strengthens one’s personal e�cacy and increases satis-
faction. Positive feedback given at success underscores
personal capabilities.

In an experiment with the peer-to-peer trading service“Share-
tribe”, Hamari [10] confirmed that users who actively col-
lected badges were significantly more likely to complete trans-
actions, list goods and comment on products. Furthermore,
viewing other people’s badges was positively associated with
posting trade proposals in the service. However, it was not
proved that an implementation of gamification would lead
to overall increase in usage frequency, quality or social in-
teraction in a trading service.

2.3.2 Scoring systems
Scoring systems, sometimes called “leveling systems”, play a
big role on the user’s journey towards earning badges [12].
They let the user visualize his or her progress and are also
the currency on which the leaderboard results are based on
which can increase motivation through competitive dynam-
ics [8]. Scoring systems are also a way of creating a game
flow; the user is brought to di↵erent levels based on the game
score, which results in the user achieving di↵erent power and
abilities throughout the game [12].

Goehle [12] points out that the most di�cult aspect of scor-
ing systems is to create engaging tasks that the user can
perform to earn points. Next, the number of points corre-
sponding to the di↵erent level thresholds needs to be chosen,

preferably so that initial levels are easily reached and that
higher levels take more e↵ort to reach. Finally, it is impor-
tant to set appropriate feedback and rewards for the di↵erent
levels, making the feedback correspond to the core-o↵er of
the service.

2.3.3 Virtual worlds
One common design element in games is story-telling and
introducing virtual worlds. Jones et al.’s [13] core-o↵er in
their thesis was to encourage students at a middle school
to eat more fruit and vegetables. Each day, the teachers
read episodes from a custom written science fiction story
with hero characters to the students. The readings often
ended with “cli↵-hangers” and a message that the story’s
path could be changed, e.g. the heroes could be saved from
danger, if the students consumed more fruit and vegeta-
bles in the school cafeteria. Thus, no tangible rewards were
given to students but the assurement that the story would
continue when consuming goals were met. By introducing
an engaging story and virtual rewards the fruit consump-
tion increased by 66% and the vegetable consumption by
44%. Also, a survey made after the experiment showed that
the students appreciated the story-telling and the school was
very happy since this gamified service was made almost with-
out material costs.

2.4 Motivation
Di↵erent areas have di↵erent approaches on how to make
users motivated to use a system. Stated below are three
di↵erent aspects of motivating users to use a system in ref-
erence to smartphone apps.

2.4.1 Three participation incentives
Liu et al. [9] describes three di↵erent incentives that mo-
tivates users to participate in a system. First, social in-
centives, e.g. the social facilitation e↵ect that refers to the
tendency of better user performance on small tasks when
watched over by others or the social loafing e↵ect when peo-
ple in a group try less hard because they feel that their e↵ort
does not count.
Secondly, economic incentives such as bonuses or discounts
are described as probably the most straightforward way to
motivate participants with the benefit of better completion
rate and processing time.
As a third incentive Liu et al. puts forward gamification as a
non-monetary incentive. Even though it overlaps with social
incentives when it comes to comparing with other players
on leaderboards it is suggested that gamification reaches a
higher level of motivation.

2.4.2 Persuasive design
A di↵erent kind of motivation is the use of persuasive design.
It is by Fogg [14] defined as “an attempt to change attitudes
or behaviors or both (without using coercion or deception)”
and this can be done through physical, psychological, lan-
guage, social dynamic and social role cues such as praising
the user, letting the system get a role of authority and in-
fluencing through di↵erent uses of language. Hasle [15] puts
forward that the most crucial characteristic of persuasive
design is “intervening at the right time”. E.g. if the user has
succeeded with a couple of tasks, it is time for the system to



start indicating that he or she should move up a level. This
is by Hasle also referred to as being “open to persuasion”.

2.4.3 Two kinds of motivation
Ryan and Deci [16] divides motivation in two types, extrinsic
and intrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivation aims at ex-
ternal goals and rewards such as money, grades, social recog-
nition etc. Intrinsic motivation aims at the task itself, thus
the activity itself becomes the reward. The use of extrinsic
rewards is a very obvious one but often fail to increase mo-
tivation in the long run since the user adapts to the rewards
(McGonigal [17] p.45-51). It has been shown that games are
able to appeal to the intrinsic motivation of users, playing
a game is thus a way of using extrinsic rewards to create a
service that is used with intrinsic motives. The most impor-
tant motivation behind playing a game is not to win, it is to
enjoy yourself when trying to win (McGonigal [17] p.52-63).
Ryan and Deci presents three psychological needs that when
fulfilled, increases the user’s intrinsic motivation:

• Autonomy: self-organization and self-regulation. The
user needs to feel that he or she performs his or her
actions without external involvement.

• Competence: The user needs to feel that he or she suc-
ceeds in solving exciting tasks. Extrinsic rewards such
as grades or points are not relevant, it is the satisfac-
tion of learning for its own sake that matters.

• Relatedness: Humans are social beings, the user needs
to relate and to interact with other people. The user
needs to feel security, belongingness and intimacy with
others.

2.5 Turning incentives, persuasiveness and mo-
tivation into practice

When implementing a good gamified service, the goal is to
make sure that the chosen motivation incentives are covered
for the user. Huotari and Hamari [3] explains that this is
what di↵ers gamification from regular loyalty programs3, the
goal is often the same but gamification is believed to add
other values to the service than only economic benefits.
Liu et al. [9] for example comes to this conclusion in their
experiment about “EcoIsland”, a gamified system trying to
motivate its users to become more environmental friendly.

“It is impossible to magically shift user’s behav-
ior via gamification when the main services of
the system cannot attract user’s interests at all.
For example, if the users do not have an envi-
ronmentally friendly mind and have no interests
of saving energy at first place, they will not use
EcoIsland no matter whether there is game me-
chanics in the system.”

They further ascertain that the EcoIsland users that did
have a great environmental interest was not very motivated
by the extrinsic game elements, their intrinsic motivation
was enough. Liu further comes to a similar conclusion as
Hamari [10]- for the user to show a game-like behaviour, he
or she needs to have a fun experience. Using game design
3Loyalty programs are structured marketing e↵orts that re-
ward, and therefore encourage, loyal buying behavior – be-
havior which is potentially beneficial to the firm.

elements will not be enough, a great deal of work has to be
put into designing the flow, the user interface and the user
interaction.

As a way of implementing the persuasive kind of motiva-
tion, Whalen [18] refers to 16 persuasive design techniques.
The three of these that mostly relate to gamification are the
following:

• Likability: Does the content relate to the audience?

• Commitment: Ask for a small commitment first, then
another.

• Intrigue: Do not reveal everything at once. Provide
some mystery to explore.

(The rest of the techniques can be found in Appendix A).
Cialdini [19] showed that 40% of typical behaviours can
change by using these techniques.

2.6 Risks and criticism
Since implementing gamification often requires new busi-
ness models it can be riskful if it is not done in a thought-
ful way [8]. Gartner [20] foresee that approximately 80%
of current gamified applications will fail due to problems
with the design. Corporations wanting to include customers
in value creation processes or wanting to increase employee
productivity must take into consideration di↵erent questions
such as which kind of tasks or in which context gamification
should be used [8]. The gamification design could distract
users from the core-o↵er and lead to dissatisfaction and in-
come losses [8]. It is also necessary to take user privacy into
account since gamified services often process personal and
sensitive data [8].

Criticism has also been put forward claiming that gamifica-
tion is exploitationware, oversimplifying games and reducing
it to a marketing gimmick [21]. Gartner warns that the use
of points, badges and leaderboards can take over and that
subtle game elements such as stories and collaboration are
forgotten. One surprising risk is also that the gamification
ambition of being addictive could be seriously harmful to all
the gamblers in the world [22].

3 Method
This section describes the method that was used to achieve
the result. As shown in figure 3 the method was performed
in three stages; an interview study, a prototype development
and an evaluation meeting. This section is provided to make
sure that the reader understands how the di↵erent parts of
the results were gathered.

3.1 A qualitative study
In the work process that has been followed to achieve an
answer to the research question, the emphasis has been laid
on making a qualitative, exploratory study. The reason for
choosing a qualitative study was mainly because no simi-
lar communication system was in use neither on NGM or
on the main rival Nasdaq OMX. Therefore, it was not pos-
sible to gather statistics on user opinions about a current
system with e.g. a quantitative study. An exploratory in-
terview study instead proved a good way to collect general
thoughts, current habits and wishes from future users and



system co-workers. The reason for choosing interviews in-
stead of for example a focus group was to ensure that no
opinions were lost in eventual unregulated discussions and
that all participating parts dared to speak their mind.

The study was done by performing interviews with employ-
ees from NGM and key persons from the customer corpora-
tions listed at NGM. It was decided to perform structured
interviews to avoid too many sidetrack discussions on sub-
jects not necessarily important for the study. Since the au-
thor had worked at NGM and therefore held pre-knowledge
of the company it seemed possible to structure the interviews
so that the most important information could be gathered.
The study was followed by designing a prototype and eval-
uating it in a meeting.

Figure 3: A graph showing the parts of the method

3.2 Interview development
The interview questions were written with the goal to collect
answers both for the case of a gamified app and the case with
no gamification. The questions were designed with the aim
of resulting in general information of what possible informa-
tion that were overlooked in the current communication and
how a potential core-o↵er could be found.

The questions aimed at the employees dealt with that par-
ticular employee’s contact with the listed companies in his
or her work area. The questions were limited to focus on
the employee’s work area to decrease the amount of data
and to make the interview more focused. The ten questions
discussed the employee-company communication, the NGM
website and possible improvements both for NGM and the
company in question.

The 19 questions aimed at the CEOs discussed what they
thought of NGM: the service in general, how they got hold
of information, the NGM website and what NGM could do
better. To be able to identify a core-o↵er, questions about
how often they checked their stock’s price, price history and
order depth were also asked. If and how they compared
themselves to similar companies was also discussed.

All questions are attached in Appendix B and C.

3.3 Interviews with employees from NGM
Seven employees from NGM that in some way come in con-
tact with the listed corporations when performing their work
tasks were interviewed. The interviews took place in the of-
fice lounge or in a conference room and lasted roughly 30
minutes each. The interviews started with an explanation
about the reason for the interview, the thesis and the smart-
phone app. During the interviews the answers were writ-
ten down in a notebook. These interviews were not voice-
recorded since it was presumed that any unclarities could be
solved afterwards at the o�ce.

3.4 Interviews with chairmen from listed com-
panies

Two corporation representatives were interviewed, one from
NGM Equity and one from Nordic MTF. Both of the in-
terviewees had the position “chairman of the board” at their
respective corporations. The first interview took place in the
private o�ce of the interviewee and lasted 30 minutes. The
second interview was done per telephone and also lasted 30
minutes. The interviews were recorded but the answers were
also noted down as a backup in case the recording would not
work.

3.5 Specification of requirements and proto-
type

The notes or voice-recordings or both from the interviews
were transcripted into documents and used to answer the
following questions investigating the possibility of gamifica-
tion:

1. What is the potential core-o↵er of the app?

2. Which appropriate game-design elements could this
core-o↵er be turned into?

3. How would a gamification loop look like in this case?

4. Which motivation incentives are covered?

5. What problems could this design lead to?

The answers to the questions and other results from the
interviews were then used to produce a specification of re-
quirements and a sketch prototype on paper.

3.6 Evaluation meeting
The prototype was evaluated in a small meeting held with
two NGM employees in a conference room at the NGM o�ce.
The paper prototype and the app’s core-o↵er were presented
and an open discussion was held about what was beneficial,
what needed to change and in particular: what rewards the
gamification loop could have. The outcome was used to
change some features in the prototype and to clarify the
gamification features. Finally, the prototype, the found core-
o↵er and designed gamification loop were used to answer the
research questions.

4 Results
This section summarizes the most important results gathered
from the method. These results are the foundation for the
answer to the research question presented in 1.2 Research
question.

4.1 Results from the interview study
This section presents the most relevant data that was discov-
ered during the interviews.

4.1.1 Why be listed at NGM?
The first corporation representative to be interviewed, rep-
resentative A, explained that his corporation’s goal with be-
ing listed on NGM is to get the stock price to rise by selling
more products. He appreciates NGM’s good service and
thinks that being listed on NGM is a quality assurance. He
would recommend NGM to new corporations because for



him, NGM equals a quality that he values higher than e.g.
First North.

The second interviewed corporation representative, repre-
sentative B, thinks that NGM provides good service and
that it has become even better recently since the service
has become more personal. The employees at NGM answers
quickly and gets in touch when there is a problem. Less good
with NGM is the actual market place because there are only
around 30 listed corporations and that the turnover of NGM
Equity and Nordic MTF is so small. The original plan for
the corporation was to change to First North but due to the
revenue sharing they stayed at Nordic MTF. The goal right
now is during the next year to move to NGM Equity. He
would recommend listing at Nordic MTF for new corpora-
tions and mentions that First North is more expensive.

4.1.2 Measurables
The following sections cover results about measurable con-
tent in the app. These results are presented to explain what
users measures and what measurables they compare to other
corporations.

4.1.2.1 Revenue sharing

Both of the representatives approve of the revenue share o↵er
because it is a good measurement of how the corporation
is doing and a stimulator for the corporation to keep on
working hard. For representative A the share income is not
critical for the corporation but it is a well welcomed funding
of new projects. For representative B however, it is highly
critical and enormously important since the corporation has
such a large turnover. The reason behind the cancelled move
to First North is entirely because of the revenue share. Both
thinks that it would be interesting to get information on how
much they are earning once a month.

4.1.2.2 Market data

Both of the representatives checks their stock price, turnover,
volatility and order depth but on di↵erent websites and with
di↵erent frequency. Representative A checks once a day on
the NGM Market Data website. Representative B checks
the stock price multiple times at Avanza’s website. On his
smartphone he uses the app “Bloomberg” and he mentions
that he would appreciate a smartphone app with the data
that is found on the Market Data website. Both of the rep-
resentatives checks market data more often at times close to
press releases or when the price movement seems unnatural.

Representative A’s opinion is that no information is miss-
ing from the Market Data website and he emphasizes that
he would not appreciate if more charts were added, he says
that “he would not see the forest for the trees”. If he would
be interested in a particular visualization he would not hes-
itate to contact NGM and ask them to put it together.

The goal for representative B’s corporation is to have a sta-
ble turnover and as low volatility as possible. Both of those
are dependant on the investor relations of the corporation
and he is aware of that. He checks how the corporation’s
mass stockholders act by performing qualified guesses: he
knows which banks each mass stock holder uses to perform

their trading and can roughly trace which trades that belong
to which holder.

4.1.2.3 Comparing corporations, press and social
media

Representative A does not really compare his corporation’s
stock price to other corporations since they lack direct rivals
in Europe. At most he does out of personal interest look at
the list view on the Market Data website to keep an eye on
how the other NGM listed corporations are doing. Industry
papers do not write about the corporation and they are not
active on either Twitter nor Facebook. It has happened that
representative A has browsed through investor chats to see
what people write about the corporation and he finds that
interesting.

Representative B does compare his corporation’s stock price
to other corporations in the same industry on First North,
Aktietorget and Small Cap but there is no rival to compare
to on NGM. When it comes to corporations listed on NGM
he is not really interested in details about the corporations
but more in general how the total turnover changes. Just as
representative A he reads investor chats on Avanza’s web-
site and realtid.se. He reads about what investors comment
on the corporation and its press releases. The corporation
itself is active on Twitter and Facebook and there are mul-
tiple swedish publically known people that blog about their
products.

4.1.3 Use of and improvements to the NGM website
Four of the interviewed NGM employees have in their con-
tact with the corporations confirmed that most of the listed
corporations use the NGM website. Three of them reported
that they sometimes have to help corporations when they
can not find what they search for on the website. One in-
terviewee said “the website is not as good as Aktietorget’s, it
is not clear enough”while another one mentioned that “it is
at least better than Nasdaq OMX’s website!”. All of the in-
terviewees confirm that they are sure that the corporations
would not hesitate to contact them if they needed help with
finding something on the website.

The following website improvements were suggested by in-
terviewees:

• Include more information aimed towards investors.

• Be more adapted for equity because right now it is
mostly focused on exchange traded products and struc-
tured products.

• Give useful information for inexperienced entrepreneurs
and established corporations, e.g. a detailed presen-
tation of the premarket process, simplified regulation
descriptions to make them more easily accessed and
common mistakes that one can avoid.

• O↵er an invitation to sign up for automatically gen-
erated weekly mails holding visualized market data,
the latest financial reports from that corporation and
other information.

• Hold a more detailed presentation of contact informa-
tion to the di↵erent divisions in the o�ce.



• Hold information on how the revenue sharing is paying
out.

• Hold information on how the NGM companies com-
pare to each other and eventually also First North and
Small Cap.

• Hold information on how popular they are in social
media.

Representative A checks the NGM website every day. He
normally checks the share price and turnover of the com-
pany’s stock but right now he is also looking at the di↵erent
regulations that are important for the new company website
that is under construction. He thinks that the regulations
are di�cult to interpret and from time to time he contacts
the market surveillance for help.

Representative B checks the NGM website once a week and
on those occasions it is to check which corporations that are
present on the market. He has no problem of navigating the
website and assures that if he would not find something, he
would contact the market surveillance.

4.1.4 Communication improvements
All of the interviewed employees suggested at least one im-
provement that could be done to make NGM’s communi-
cation better, both to currently and future listed corpora-
tions. The interviewed corporation representatives also con-
tributed to improvement needs.

4.1.4.1 Contact

Three employees suggested that NGM more clearly should
communicate how to come in contact with NGM in the best
possible way.

• It should be more clear who to contact for specific
questions.

• The corporations should be informed that they are to
email all employees from a certain department if they
have a time sensitive errand so that it is assured that
the message is received even though not all employees
are present at the o�ce.

• The corporations should be informed that they them-
selves profit by contacting the NGM finance depart-
ment if they have not received invoices instead of just
waiting until it is past the last pay date.

4.1.4.2 Visualized information

Three employees suggested that NGM should provide bet-
ter visualized trade information to the corporations such
as which banks perform which trades and how corporation
presence in social media relates to the stock price.

4.1.4.3 Regulations and reminders

Two employees mentioned that some corporations forget
deadlines and regulations in connection to the publishing of
press releases and financial reports. It is the corporation’s
responsibility to know which rules that exist but there have

been FAQ-documents developed that currently are not avail-
able on the NGM website.

Representative B suggests that NGM should take the ini-
tiative of regular education for the corporations about rules
and regulations. It would be a good way for NGM to work
proactively with error-avoidance and a good way for the cor-
porations to keep themselves up to date.

Reminders that could be easily enhanced are the opening
hours of the stock market on public holidays and participa-
tion registration for seminars which are currently handled
manually by the NG News department.

4.1.4.4 Customer relations and marketing

Three of the employees mentioned that NGM must focus
more on communication. One said that “NGM should not
only be a marketplace, but a marketplace which gives you
something extra”. The following ways of enhancing the cus-
tomer relations were suggested:

• NGM could meet the corporations more often, ask
what they wish and if possible develop new services
to meet their needs.

• NGM could perform follow-up polls or calls after con-
tact to seek ways to improve the service.

• NGM could show that they care about their customers
by making small day to day gestures such as reminders,
tips and news.

Representative A gives an example of how NGM could o↵er
something extra in their service: his corporation was cur-
rently rebuilding their website at the time for the interview
and he was unsure about what information to display on the
site. Since there are regulations on what information that
a corporation is forced to display to its investors he had to
make calls to the market surveillance to help him analyze
which rules that applied to his case. If NGM could provide
the corporations with tips and solutions on how to design a
website it would be great.

One other mentioned issue was how relatively unknown NGM
is to new customers. NGM should increase their market-
ing and build its brand. Representative B agrees with this
and thinks that NGM should aim to win over corporations
from Nasdaq OMX and absolutely not terminate the Rev-
enue sharing. As another way of marketing NGM he sug-
gests that investor meet-ups should be held at NGM where
the corporations could be marketed and hopefully open the
investor’s eyes to what NGM can o↵er.

Both Representative A and B responded positively to the
suggestion about creating a social forum for corporation rep-
resentatives. Representative B would in such a forum like
to discuss how NGM works as a market place and compare
to what other corporation representatives think. The result
of a forum could be a joint force when suggesting to NGM
what is good and what could be better. Representative A
mentions that it would be di�cult for corporations like his,
which are not based in Stockholm, to come to any physically
meet-ups at the NGM o�ce but that he would very likely
read what is written in a social online forum.



4.1.5 Possible corporation improvements
One important step of finding out what eventual core-o↵er
that an app could o↵er is by looking at what the corpora-
tions themselves could strive to improve. Six of the employ-
ees suggested that the corporations must get better at com-
municating to the market. They should inform investors to
increase the interest of their stock: “good corporations are
invested into no matter which stock market they are listed
at”. Their communication could be improved by:

• Informing investors about their business development.

• Displaying market data on their web sites.

• Designing better web sites since it is a first impression
for investors.

• Sending out more and well-written press releases.

4.1.6 App suggestions
All employees contributed with ideas on what a future app
could hold:

• A forum for CEOs where they can discuss, exchange
contacts and seek mentors and ideas.

• Accommodated trade statistics, press releases and fi-
nancial reports.

• A possibility to measure ones stock price to the indus-
try index.

• A price chart with markers enabling the possibility to
see the price change relative to events in the corpora-
tions history.

• A reminder feature that when enabled sends chosen
information per mail to the app user.

• Contact information to the di↵erent NGM departments.

• A chat function for easy and quick contact with NGM.

• Digital invoices.

• A smart notification feature: the app should give sug-
gestions based on price events and history. E.g. push
for press releases or social media updates.

• Information about regulation changes.

• Positive tips and ideas to encourage information spread-
ing: layout ideas, social media How-To’s and what reg-
ulations must be followed.

4.2 Gamification possibility and prototype
This section presents answers to the questions investigating
the gamification possibility specified in 3.5 Specification of
requirements and prototype. It also presents the developed
prototype sketch.

The goals of the corporations, the suggested website im-
provement, the suggested communication improvements and
the app suggestions above were used to to answer the fol-
lowing five questions:

What is the potential core-o↵er of the app? Since
the study showed that many corporations do not focus on

their investor relations the app’s core-o↵er was chosen to be
improving investor relations.

Which appropriate game design elements could this
core-o↵er be turned into? Game design elements that
could encourage corporations in working towards better in-
vestor relations are:

• Tasks: The app will present di↵erent tasks to the user
encouraging actions that could lead to better investor
relations. An accomplished task results in a ranking
change or in a badge or both. In the long run accom-
plished tasks are also rewarded with statistics on how
investor relations has been bettered.

• Ranking: Each corporation will be ranked in di↵erent
areas such as revenue share, social media presence and
press release regularity. The rank in each category will
depend on task activity and actual results(re-tweets,
mentioning in articles, blog posts etc.). The app will
contain top lists on how the corporations compare to
each other.

• Badges: The corporation can be awarded with di↵er-
ent badges when di↵erent achievements are reached,
such as presence on social media, regular publishing of
press releases and receiving a certain amount from the
revenue sharing.

How would a gamification loop look like in this case?
The loop will start with informing the user that NGM with
this app will help the user’s corporation with improving their
investor relations. The user is presented with a task, why
he or she should perform the task and how he or she will
be awarded. When the task is accomplished the rank of the
corporation increases in that task’s category and the user
is presented with positive feedback. When particular ranks
are reached or a particular task is accomplished badges will
be awarded to the corporation and posted on their profile
page, which will give the user positive feedback and also
show other corporations on NGM that the corporation is
working towards the goal. Examples of tasks:

• A beginner’s task can be to create a twitter account.
Even though the task is easy it is a good way of intro-
ducing the features of the app. The task is presented
along with some statistics on how tweeting often has
a good impact on investor relations. When the user
accomplishes the task he or she is rewarded with an
encouraging message and a higher rank in social me-
dia presence.

• “The price of your stock rose 5% after you published
your latest press release, make sure that your investors
gets to know these happy news by posting it on face-
book!”

• “Make sure that new investors gets the chance to learn
about your corporation, come to NGM’s investor meet-
up the 6th of November!”

What motivation does the app provide? All of Liu et
al.’s [9] incentives are in some way covered. Economically
by letting the user get the chance to raise the revenue share,
socially by letting the user show other corporations success



and aims and in some way also “gamificationally” by pre-
senting tasks for the user to perform.

Persuasive design is implicitly implemented since the app
motivates corporations that do not excel at information spread-
ing to improve. The app could for example give adapted
feedback to motivate users to continue trying the tasks.

Ensuring that Ryan and Deci’s [16] intrinsic motivation is
covered is harder. Since investor relations depends on the
corporations’ product and the free choice of investors to par-
ticipate in the communication the autonomic need cannot be
totally fulfilled. The competence need can be satisfied if the
user appreciates learning about how investor relations can
increase trading of stock. The relatedness need could be sat-
isfied through a tighter bonding between corporations that
are involved in the app.

What problems could this design lead to? This ques-
tion is answered in section 6.2.1 Core-o↵er.

4.2.1 Prototype
The results above, a number of suggestions and other find-
ings from the study were used to write the specification of
requirements and to design the prototype sketch. Three of
the most important functions are shown in figure 4: the
newsfeed covering the social forum demand, the profile page
showing important market data as well as the NGM Chal-
lenge page serving the user with the gamified features. The
specification of requirements is found in Appendix D.

Figure 4: Sketches of the newsfeed page, the corpo-
ration profile and the gamified NGM Challenge.

4.3 Evaluation meeting
This section presents the most important outcome of the
evaluation meeting. All discussion subjects and design changes
can be found in Appendix E.

The paper prototype was well received and the suggested
core-o↵er was approved during the meeting. Below follows
three important subjects that were discussed during the
meeting.

• If there is a cost for sending out a press release it could
seem greedy by NGM to encourage the corporations
to send out multiple ones, but if they are paying a
monthly fee it will be positive if NGM encourages them

to make use of their deal. If every press release costs
one could instead encourage publishing in social media.

• It is important to present quantified success metrics,
e.g. number of readings of an article, the number of
search hits or the number of re-tweets. Such quantified
data can be bought from press monitoring companies.

• The social function in the app is very good since its
scope of use goes beyond industry borders. For exam-
ple, if a certain corporation is established in China
the comment and message functions are easy ways
for other corporations to ask for tips and contact ex-
change.

Below follows the three most important design changes that
were suggested when the prototype was evaluated:

• The news feed should be at the top and display the
latest market data. The news feed is the entrance page
in the app and it is presumed that a majority of the
users value fast access to market data highly.

• At the corporation profile page the following changes
should be implemented:

? A short summary about the corporation including
a link to their web page should be added.

? There should be a possibility to find a list of all
app connected users from the corporation includ-
ing their titles.

? Facts about a corporation’s income from the Share
revenue should only be visible for users from that
corporation and nobody else.

? The NG News square should change name to“Press”
and should aside from displaying published press
releases also be connected to press monitoring and
thus display blog posts, articles etc.

? On the task page one could add a square with mo-
tivating tips that encourages and helps the user
to continue with the tasks.

• The NGM Challenge page should be re-designed in the
following way: When the user succeeds with a task the
person will get direct feedback only in the form of text.
This is due to the unfortunate fact that positive results
(e.g. published articles and re-tweets) from investor
relations-tasks naturally takes some time to emerge.
An “Accomplished tasks”-component should be added
and be regularly updated with positive results and
feedback from earlier performed tasks. Through this
solution the user will get direct feedback when tasks
are performed as well as continuous and indirect feed-
back that will keep up the user’s motivation.

5 Discussion
This section discusses the di↵erent aspects of the results and
how the results were interpreted when answering the research
questions.

5.1 The result
This section discusses benefits and problems with the core-
o↵er, the game-design elements and the social forum func-
tions in the app.



5.1.1 Core-offer
As described in 2.2 Gamification and its general implemen-
tation, a core-o↵er had to be found to be used as a foun-
dation to the gamification feature of the app. To use “im-
provement of investor relations” as the core-o↵er was not
predicted in the beginning of the project but proved to be
the only sensible choice when the interviews had been per-
formed. The alternative would have been the more obvious
one: letting “increasing the stock price and turnover” be the
core-o↵er. But how the stock price changes is obviously af-
fected by factors that the corporations and NGM can not
control, such as the country’s conjuncture, monetary infla-
tion or investors’ price speculation. This makes investor
relations a much more confidant core-o↵er since the relation
between a corporation and its investors mostly is a↵ected
by the quality of the corporation’s products and the public
behaviour of the corporation. Since most corporations do
have an interest in investor relations the app does not have
to “magically” shift the user’s behaviour as Liu [9] says in
2.5 Turning incentives, persuasiveness and motivation into
practice.

There are however some issues with the suggested gamifica-
tion and core-o↵er as presented in the result:

• If some corporations are really good at investor rela-
tions from the beginning there can be an unfair com-
petition and there is a risk that those corporations will
find it unnecessary and even boring to participate in
the tasks.

• Without direct feedback it can be di�cult to motivate
the users to keep on playing.

• It could be di�cult to create enough tasks to ensure a
continuous use of the app. The app is designed to be
used for half a year up to a year and if the users suc-
ceed with the tasks before that time frame is reached
the app becomes unnecessary to the users. This is dis-
cussed more further down in this section.

How motivated representatives of the listed corporations
generally are to participate in gamified apps is something
that unfortunately was not retrieved from the interviews
since only two representatives were interviewed. Before launch-
ing the app a great deal of e↵ort needs to be invested into
creating tasks adapted to all levels of investor relations and
to distribute the tasks to fitting corporations as well as de-
signing appropriate feedback.

5.1.2 Game design elements
Three game-design elements have been used in the app:
ranks, badges and top lists. One can only speculate how the
feature would have turned out if other elements would have
been used. No research found in the scope of the thesis have
pointed out if the amount of elements have importance for
the result or if certain design elements work better than oth-
ers. The definition of gamification that was chosen to work
by during this thesis instead states that it is important how
likely it is for the user to have a gameful experience [3].

This app can be seen as a good example of when intrinsic
motivation is crucial for continuous use of the gamification
feature. Since it will take some time before results can be

presented, continuous use of the app depends on whether
the user feels like he or she is learning something, if he or
she can connect his or her actions with the result and if
he or she can relate with other users. Making sure that
the presented feedback is written using persuasive design as
well as regularly pushing economic results will be a good
motivation for the user to try out the feature.

5.1.3 Social forum
The main demand as wished from NGM in the beginning
of the project was to improve and strengthen their relation-
ships with their customers. This was also mirrored in the
survey from 2010 where a social forum, both online and at
meeting locations, was wished from the corporations. These
wishes were conveyed in the interviews, both with employees
and with corporation representatives, and led to the news-
feed function, comment and like function as well as message
function. Quite obviously, these functions are not at all dif-
ferent from functions in other social media such as Facebook
and LinkedIn and one could have come to the conclusion
that it would have been enough to gather all corporations
at those apps since all the required functions are already im-
plemented there. But three problems with doing that would
be:

1. A social forum demands that every possible member
knows where to find it. It demands that one forum is
decided and that all gains access to it. If LinkedIn for
example would be used, there are currently listed cor-
porations that do not have it, so NGM would have to
encourage them to get the third part client. Also, even
when the corporations gains access to say LinkedIn,
problems can still remain concerning how to make all
the other corporations join the correct group etc. By
using NGM’s own app NGM could have all the knowl-
edge of how to include new members and even “tempt”
the corporations to join by marketing all other func-
tions during meetings. One working alternative could
be to implement the app’s function on the NGM web-
site but since NGM wished an app, because of its
mobile functionality, this has not been further investi-
gated.

2. By using a third part social forum NGM could never
guarantee a safe discussion: the discussions would hope-
fully never surpass the rules from the Swedish financial
supervisory authority, but the discussions could hold
subjects that are not for everyone to see.

3. The core-o↵er of the app, to improve investor relations,
which was valued highly by the employees in the in-
terview study, would be much harder to implement
without the social forum. The gamification function
could be moved to the NGM website but it would be
very hard to attract the corporations to sign up and
since a social dimension is also necessary to implement
the gamification, another social forum would have to
be implemented on the website.

5.2 How the method affected the result
By using the method, interviews with employees and corpo-
ration representatives as well as an evaluation meeting, a lot
of important issues were gathered and used in the prototype.
One of the most important findings was used to design the



gamification’s core-o↵er. It was the need for better investor
relations which were suggested by six of seven employees
and confirmed by both corporation representatives to be an
important issue.

One issue concerning the execution of the method was that
only two representatives from corporations were interviewed.
The two interviewed persons represented two very di↵erent
corporations in terms of turnover, social media presence and
familiarity with apps. This was good in the way that two
di↵erent perspectives were considered, but less good in the
way that no real majority view on what was demanded of
the app could be concluded. To determine the average goals
and needs of the corporations listed at NGM it would have
been necessary to interview at least five corporation repre-
sentatives. On the other hand, the domination of employee
input can be considered as fair since NGM is the commis-
sioning body and therefore should have more impact on the
project.

Another issue that could have been more thoroughly inves-
tigated by interviewing more people is how the corporations
value investor relations in di↵erent aspects. It would have
been interesting to gather multiple opinions on how much
the average corporation values investor relations, what un-
derstanding they have of the positive e↵ects investor re-
lations can bring and how much they are willing to work
towards better investor relations. However, the choice of
core-o↵er is now based on the assumption that the average
corporation wants to better its investor relations.

Luckily, the results from the interviews with the NGM em-
ployees can be considered valuable. Interviewing seven em-
ployees gave a good amount of data and the fact that they
came from di↵erent departments of NGM resulted in that
di↵erent perspectives were gathered. Since the author of
this thesis has worked at NGM previously it was perceived
that the employees found it easy to open up and speak their
real opinions.

5.3 Consequences from the result: ethics, sus-
tainability and other implications

This section discusses implications from the app’s release for
NGM’s image, the NGM employees and the finance industry.

5.3.1 Will NGM’s image change by the app release?
As mentioned in the evaluation meeting-section of the result
as well as in the accompanying results in Appendix D, the
participants in the evaluation meeting mentioned eventual
issues that could surface concerning the gamification fea-
ture. For example, if a corporation pays a fee per each sent
press release it could seem very greedy by NGM to encour-
age as many press releases as possible. This could result in
less trust towards NGM. One other issue that could result in
decreasing trust in NGM is the presentation of press moni-
toring in the app which if bought from a third part, will force
NGM to charge the corporations. That is, if each corpora-
tion is asked whether they want to pay a fee to see all views
in the app there may be corporations that refuse. Using of
the app without press monitoring data will seriously restrict
it if not make it totally unusable. For example, the whole
gamification feature demands data from press monitoring to

be able to present results and feedback.

The image of NGM can however also change to the better
if the needs of the corporations can be met through the
features of the app. Hopefully the demand for a social forum
can be met and create goodwill for NGM. If NGM succeeds
with launching an app that is tailor made for its customers,
there is a good chance that they can take a bigger share of
the market and stand out in the otherwise so conservative
stock market industry.

5.3.2 How will the users be affected?
The intrinsic incentives of using the app can as previously
stated have a positive impact on the users but as put for-
ward in the literature study badly implemented gamification
can also have a negative impact on a system and its users.
The risk that the user could become dangerously addicted to
the game [22] must in this thesis be considered as nearly im-
possible since the used feedback in the app is not as instant
and confirming as in regular TV-games and casino games.
But one risk that should be considered is how the users will
react to failure. It has previously been stated that some cor-
poration representatives might find the challenges too easy,
but there is also a risk that some might find them too dif-
ficult. Remember that representative A does not use any
social media so even though it may surprise NGM employ-
ees and app-developers, tasks that seem dead easy to them
could result in feelings of shame and anger for users that do
not succeed with the tasks. It will therefore be important
during the implementation of the app to in a clear way en-
courage the users to contact NGM if they have any questions
or problems with the tasks.

5.3.3 Increasing workload for NGM employees?
The problem with charging for press monitoring can be solved
by letting the developers working at NGM instead generate
press monitoring data themselves. But this is also one ex-
ample of another possible issue with the app: the increasing
workload for NGM employees. A lot of the data needed to
fill the app can be automatically retrieved and presented but
the gamification feature does demand that most of the work
is done by NGM employees. That includes duties such as
gathering press monitoring data for task feedback, writing
new tasks and standing by as help desk when corporations
need help. Now when there are only about 30 corporations
that are listed at NGM the workload is possible to handle
but it raises questions about how this issue will be solved
in the future since the goal with the app wished from NGM
is to attract more corporations. Hopefully a better commu-
nication between NGM and its customers will lead to more
listed corporations and a larger profit used to hire employ-
ees. If the app results in stress among the employees it is
very unfortunate and one can consider it a failed project.

5.3.4 Scalability
As mentioned earlier one of the reasons behind the project
was to attract new customers. Therefore it is important to
consider scalability. NGM currently has 30 listed corpora-
tions and a majority of these are very small. It is important
to remember that the result of this thesis was produced with
this prerequisite. As mentioned above one scalability issue
would probably be the increasing amount of text and data.



Another issue is the question if the core-o↵er still is fitting,
if larger corporations have the same problems with investor
relations as the currently listed corporations. If the app is
to survive if or when NGM gets more than say 100 listed
corporations a new study must be done clarifying if another
core-o↵er needs to be identified. If the same core-o↵er still is
considered valid, problems can still arise for the larger corpo-
rations. There is for example a risk that key representatives
in larger corporations have lesser say about investor rela-
tions simply because there are employees hired for working
with precisely that. Probably and perhaps hopefully NGM
will have time before they reach 100 listed corporations to
develop solutions for these issues.

5.3.5 General implications for the finance industry
The resulting prototype in this thesis is a contribution to
the research on how gamification can be used in the financial
industry. It may be one of the first gamified apps for the
traditionally conservative finance industry and is a way of
increasing communication between stock market and listed
corporations. Since the use domain is small and the users
few, the implications of the app will likely only be seen in
financial spheres. However, there is a chance that those
implications could bring change in the industry. If such a
change does occur it will likely be due to the combination of
intrinsic and extrinsic motivations in the app. That change
could result in better leadership of listed corporations and
personal development among the corporation employees.

6 Conclusion
In this section the research question as well as the three com-
plementary questions stated in the introduction will be an-
swered.

Should gamification be implemented in the smart-
phone app aimed for key persons at the corporations
listed at NGM?
Yes, gamification should be implemented in the smartphone
app and it should have a core-o↵er intending to make the
corporations better at investor relations.

Why is gamification a suitable technique? Why not?
Gamification is a suitable technique for motivating users in
the app since it is not like a regular loyalty program which
only o↵ers economic benefits. Instead it has the possibility
of making users feel intrinsic motivation, thus making them
feel like they are developing as human beings.
Gamification is not a suitable technique if it turns out that
the users are not interested in improving their investor rela-
tions.

Which functions of the app are in some way user
motivational?
The NGM Challenge feature of the app is user motivational
since it uses gamification to help the corporations with im-
proving their investor relations. The challenge is motiva-
tional since it provides the user with autonomy, competence
and relatedness which are the three presumptions for mak-
ing the user feel intrinsic motivation.

What other kind of information in the app is in some
way user motivational?
The app features a lot of market data that is presented in a

more straightforward way than on the NGM website. It is
also motivational to o↵er the data in smartphones since it
makes the users more flexible. The app also o↵ers an easy
way to spread news and o↵ers from NGM, interesting articles
from the industry as well as press releases and innovations
from all other listed corporations.
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APPENDIX

A. PERSUASIVE TECHNIQUES

16 persuasive design techniques[18]



B. QUESTIONS TO NGM EMPLOYEES

1. In your work tasks, what kind of contact do you have with the corpo-
rations?

2. The corporations have a kind of life cycle at NGM, where in that cycle
do you come in contacts with the corporations?

3. Is it one-way or two-way communication? What kind of information
flows between you? What information do you give/receive?

4. Is there any information that you usually provide to the corporations
that you think that NGM and/or the corporations would benefit from
being reminded of?

5. Do the corporations contact you? What do they usually ask about?
Can you provide them with answers?

6. Do you know if the corporations uses the NGM website? Do you know
if they usually find what they search for? Do corporations contact you
to get help finding information on the website?

7. Is there any information that the corporations could be interested in
that is not available on the NGM website?

8. Is there anything in the communication between you/NGM and the
corporations that could improve? Do you have any suggestions on
how?

9. Is there any improvement that you think that the corporations could
profit from by performing?

10. Do you have any ideas on what could be featured in the app that has
to do with your department?



C. QUESTIONS TO CORPORATION REPRESENTATIVES

1. Do you have a smartphone? Iphone/Android/Windows phone/other?
Do you use apps? Any favorite apps?

2. How long have you been listed at NGM?

3. How do you come in contact with NGM? Do you call, send an email?
Via the NGM website?

4. What do you think of NGMs service? What is good, what is less good?

5. During the time when you were being listed on NGM, was there any
information that you missed or that you think should have been clari-
fied?

6. If your corporation has been listed for some time, is there any informa-
tion that you would like to be reminded of regularly by NGM?

7. How often do you visit the NGM website? What kind of information
do you usually search for? Do you usually find what you search for? If
not, what do you do?

8. Are you aware of NGMs revenue share o↵er? What do you think of it?
What importance will it have for you right now and in the future? Are
you interested in knowing how your corporation is doing in through the
share o↵er?

9. How often do you look up your stock price? How much must the price
have changed for you to take your time to look it up? Are there specific
events that makes you want to look it up? ¡Show the interviewee a
printscreen of the stocks detail view from the NGM website¿

10. Is there anything on the detail view page that you frequently look at
or take an interest in? For example: order depth, trades, price history?

11. Would you be interested in receiving in depth information from the
market data? For example which banks that have performed the buy-
ing/selling of your stock, which corporations that are most traded
on NGM, how your stock price changes in relation to financial re-
ports/press releases?

12. Do you compare the stock price or other data of your corporation to
other corporations listed at NGM or other markets?



13. Are you curious about how other corporations listed at NGM are doing?
What areas are you interested in? Media presence, growth, stock price
development, financial communication towards investors?

14. If you were given the possibility to network with other corporations
listed at NGM, what would you want to benefit from it? What ques-
tions would you have?

15. Do you frequently read what industry newspapers write about you? Do
you follow what is mentioned on twitter/facebook?

16. What is you corporations goal with being listed at NGM? Next year/three
years?

17. Do you think that you have achieved what you expected when you
listed yourselves at NGM? If not, what could NGM have done better,
what could you have done better?

18. Would you recommend NGM as a stock market? Why/why not?

19. What could NGM do for you beyond what NGM already does?



D. SPECIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS

D.1 Sign-in

Textboxes for e-mail/username and password. Link to help for forgotten
passwords.

D.2 Newsfeed

The starting page is a newsfeed where the following kinds of information are
frequently published:

• Updates from NGM: system updates, new listed corporations or new/changed
regulations.

• Recommended articles from di↵erent industry newspapers.

• Positive feedback/news about certain NGM corporations. E.g. “Con-
gratulations XXX, today it has been 5 years since you listed yourselves
at NGM!” or “This weeks highest turnover has been made by corpora-
tion XXX, read more about them here”.

• Pressreleases from the corporations.

• Eventually news published by the corporations themselves.

All articles and news should have a like-button and a comment field.

D.3 Notifications

A list of occurred events that are relevant for the user, e.g. answers to mes-
sages, new rankings or relevant news published by NGM.

D.4 Corporation profile

A profile page with information about the corporation.

• Information from the NGM market data web: e.g. intraday chart,
closing prices and turnover.

• The corporations press releases and financial reports.

• How much revenue share trading of the corporation stock have resulted
in per month.



D.5 Task page

A page focusing on gamification displaying:

• The current task, what the reward is and a brief explanation why it is
a good idea to perform the task.

• A feedback pop-up when the task is accomplished. What ranks in the
di↵erent categories the corporation has reached.

• A list per category showing the top ranked corporations.

• A list of badges the corporation has received.

D.6 Corporation List

A list of all NGM corporations including corporate representative. Each
name is clickable and leads to that corporations profile. Next to all names
are also a messagebutton that when pressed moves the focus to the message
function and a message with the receiver is auto-created.

D.7 Messages

• A possibility to write messages to multiple corporation users and NGM
employees.

• A list of old messages with rubbish bins icons next to them to indicate
removal.

D.8 Contact NGM

A contact list.

D.9 Settings

• Change password

• Activate notifications to the users mail.

• Possibility to connect to facebook/twitter to make the tasks work.



E. RESULTS FROM THE EVALUATION MEETING

E.1 Discussed subjects

Below follows a list of all subjects that were discussed during the meeting.

Some resulted in design changes and some will have to be considered and

discussed by the developers if the app is implemented in the future.

• The corporations really want to get information about their share own-
ers, how can that be implemented in the app? On the other hand,
getting hold of the information is hard.

• The app should include more press information about the corporations
because they are very interested in that, for example published articles
and search hits.

• It is di�cult for the corporations to compete against each other in
investor relations since some are already excelling which is a huge ad-
vantage. Maybe the corporations should compete against each other
instead?

• It is important to present quantified success metrics, e.g. number of
reading of an article, the number of search hits or the number of re-
tweets. Such quantified data can be bought from press monitoring
companies.

• In tasks encouraging press releases it is a good idea to show templates
of text structures and encourage the corporations to follow them.

• To make it easier for the NGM employees who will be working with the
app, monthly drives could be performed with di↵erent themes mirrored
in the app. For the drives the employees could go through for example
corporation websites and then tailor make feedback, encouragement
and tasks for each corporation.

• If there is a cost for sending out a press release it could seem greedy
by NGM to encourage the corporations to send out multiple ones, but
if they are paying a monthly fee it will be positive if NGM encourages
them to make us of their deal. If every press release costs one could
instead encourage publishing in social media.

• One task could be to create a corporation page at LinkedIn.



• It will be important to for each task o↵er a link or a mail address to
NGM if the corporation do not know how they can perform the task
and need to ask. It can for example not be presumed that all user
knows how to start a twitter account.

• Even though it is possible for NGM to charge the corporations for press
monitoring, NGM could increase their goodwill towards the corpora-
tions by o↵ering it for free through the app if the corporations are active
users. The NGM developers could themselves produce the monitoring
data with e.g. google alerts instead of buying the data from a third
part.

• The social function in the app is very good since its scope of use goes
beyond industry borders. For example, if a certain corporation is es-
tablished in China the comment and message functions are easy ways
for other corporations to ask for tips and contact exchange.

• The app could hold a couple of mini-features that impresses the user:
for example a function to put the corporation logo as background on
the users smartphone.

• Should di↵erent user categories(Equity, MTF, Premarket) see di↵erent
views?

E.2 Design changes

Below follows the design changes that were suggested when the prototype was

evaluated.

• The login page should display a link to information about NGMs safety
policy as well as rules from the swedish financial supervisory author-
ity. This is to make sure that corporations will not reveal confidential
information inside the app.

• The news feed should at the top display the latest market data. The
news feed is the entrance page in the app and it is presumed that a
majority of the users value fast access to market data highly.

• At the corporation profile page the follow changes should be imple-
mented:

– A short summary about the corporation including a link to their
web page should be added



– There should be a possibility to find a list of all app connected
users from the corporation including their titles

– Facts about a corporations income from the Share revenue should
only be visible for users from that corporation and nobody else

– The NGNews square should change name to Press and should
aside from displaying published press releases also be connected
to press monitoring and thus display blog posts, articles etc.

– On the task page one could add a square with motivating tips that
encourages and helps the user to continue with the tasks.

• The NGM Challenge page should be re-designed in the following way:
When the user succeeds with a task the person will get direct feed-
back only in the form of text. This is due to the unfortunate fact
that positive results(e.g. published articles and re-tweets) from investor
relations-tasks naturally takes some time to emerge. An “Accomplished
tasks”-square should be added and be regularly updated with positive
results and feedback from earlier performed tasks. Through this solu-
tion the user will get direct feedback when tasks are performed as well
as continuous feedback indirect feedback that will keep up the user’s
motivation.

• The function of adding corporations to a favourite list should be clar-
ified so that the user does not think that adding a favourite implies
anything else.
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